COVID-19:
Responsive customer
service in times ofchange

Covid-19:WhattoDoNow,WhattoDoNext

NOW

NEXT

COVID-19 has turned into a global
crisis, evolving at unprecedented
speed and scale. It is creating a
universal imperative forgovernments
and organizations to take immediate
action to protect their people. The
virus continues to rapidly spread,
to every continent, with over 60
countriesimpactedand more than
1,700new cases reporteddaily.
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COVID-19: Responsive customer service in times of change

ThesuddenemergenceofCOVID-19isrequiringthatbrandsmove
at unprecedented speed to serve their customers with quality
whilecaringfortheiremployeeswithcompassion.
Brands are required to re-evaluate how contact centers are
leveraged, how contact center employees deliver quality
customerexperiences,wherecontactcenteremployeeswork,
andhowdigitalchannelscanbeusedtosupporttheincreasein
contact centervolume.
Leadersmustmakeswift,insight-informeddecisionstosupport
their contact center employees while maintaining and earning
customertrust.

The emotional state of
consumersandbusinesses
addstothechallenge

During times of crisis, contact centers
are crucial. Customers prefer live
interactionwhentheywantanswersto
urgentandcomplexissues:

But the combination of fear, uncertainty and frustration presents
brands with both new risks and opportunities. Providing
compassionate customer service will likely generate an outsized
increase in positive brand perception and customer loyalty post-crisis.
Conversely, inaccessible, ineffective or uncaring responses are likely
to drive an equally pronounced negativereaction.

58%
more customers preferto solve
urgent issues by calling for support
rather than use other channels.1

57%
of customers ranked call support as
their initial channel preference for
flexible communication, wanting an
opportunity to ask, explain, reason or
negotiate with customerservice.2
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However,organizationsareoftenill-preparedtoreacttoasignificantandsuddenincreaseincallvolumes.Inthecontext
of COVID-19, that increase is combined with the risk of having to suddenly shift to remote work-from-home models and
protectaworkforceinahigh-riskenvironment.It’sanunprecedentedchallengethatwillrequireswiftaction.

Within 48hours

Within 72hours

Within 5days

Within 2weeks

Assessyour current state. Using a rapid
technology assessment framework,
analyze your current technology
capabilitiesand what a remotecontact
centerwill requireacrossyour network,
platforms and securityprotocols.

Identify how you can leverage your
existing contact centertechnologies
to enablenewworkforceneeds.
Workcollaborativelywithtechnology
platform providers to flex licensing
and takeadvantageof out-of-the-box
platform capabilities. Establish live
agent chat (if not active already) with
initial AI HumanAssist.

Implement measures to drive digital
channel adoption for your customers
and scaleup your existingvirtual agent
capability to deflect calls away from
the contactcenter.

Plan how you will repurpose your
workforce in physical locations to
maintain customer and business
continuity.Scale up newvirtual agent
capabilities and digitalchannels.
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Companies are urgently asking howto handle the impact on their contact centers
and keep their customer service workforcesafe. They want to know:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

HowcanI reducecustomerwaittimesandmanagecustomerfrustration?
Howto deflector redistributecontactvolumesto controlaveragewaittimes?
WhatcanI quicklyautomate?
HowshouldI enhancemydigitalchannels?
HowdoI managemyworkforceifphysicalworklocationsarenolongerviable?
HowcanI offerthesamelevelofcustomersupportandworkforceproductivity
whenagentsworkfromhome?
CanI extendaccesstothenecessarytoolsandsecurenetworksforremote
workers?
HowcanI maintainthetrustof bothmyworkforceandmycustomers?

These are tough questions. The risks of executionfailure are higher than normal.
But companies can take immediate action to create capacity in their contact
center, enable consistent quality for their customers, and care for their people in
the face of the crisis.
While actions should be taken at different variationsbased on a company’sunique
situation, when done correctly, they can effectively respond to the immediate
needs created by COVID-19 and realize a longer-term benefit from increased
customer brand perceptionand loyalty.
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Expertsdon’tknowhowlongit
willtaketocontainthevirus.
Leaders must prepare for the
short term, while developing
new capabilities and ways of
workingthatcouldseamlessly
enable longer-term
operationalchanges.

To respond to the evolving
circumstances of the COVID-19
crisis, we recommend contact
center executives addressthree
criticalareas:

Adopt new ways of working:
Contactcenters+ remoteaccess
Rapidly stand up the infrastructure, management systems and
processes required to support an effective remote workforce.

Improvecontactcentermanagement:
Data,workflowandanalytics
Harness data and analytics to inform an agile, responsive and relevant
approach to addressing customer needs and support. Reprioritize
and sequence customer support so that the most critical needs are
addressed first, with non-critical contacts deflected to digital.

Augmentandautomateservice:
Virtualagents
Stand up or enhance virtual agent capabilities to support
COVID-19 specific requests or growing BAU volume.
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Adopt new ways of working:
Contactcenters+ remoteaccess
Hundreds or even thousands of individuals work together in contact centers,
often in confined spaces that make them particularly susceptible to COVID-19.
Companies will soon have to enable home working for these teams. This
imperative, however, comes with real challenges. It may be one of the best ways
to avoid workplace transmissionof COVID-19, but working fromhome at scale is
uncharted territory.
As described in Productivity in Uncertain Times Through the Elastic Digital
Workplace, enabling the home-based workforce means addressing a number of
key technology, process and people issues.
The cornerstone of the work-from-home model is the right secure technology.
Tocreate a consistent workforceexperience, companies must (where possible)
replicate the contact center technology environment at home. Demands on
networking infrastructures will be unprecedented. Companies must be ready
to address failures in the distributed network environment that may lead to
performance issues and/oroutages.
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Beyond technology, companies must also address several people- and
process-related issues. Getting people rapidly up to speed will require
virtual training and change management programs to educate workers
on the use of new technologies, processes, policies and collaboration
toolsets. Leaders will then have to define new methods and rules for
collaboration to maintain productivity and effectiveness in the new,
distributedenvironment.
Caring for the workforce must be balanced with businesscontinuity
efforts and servicing customers. Leaders must realize that this is
an unprecedented situation and unique considerations must be
accommodated such as caring for family health and for childrenand
managing wellness. They must also navigate the delicate balance
of redeploying agents (sometimes at massive scale) while also
managing significant spikes in workload.
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Leaders that can make the shift
to a partial or full work-fromhome model will be better able
to minimize businessdisruption
and serve their customers.
Additionally, they will help reduce
potential revenue loss, forge new
levels of trust with their workforce,
and position their businesses
for renewed growth once the
pandemic subsides.

Improve contact centersmanagement:
Data, workflow,analytics
As COVID-19runs its course, now is the time for companies to take full advantageof their data
to predict customers’ and the internal workforce’schanging needs and behaviors. Combining
this with a more agile approach to managing work and the workforce will enable contact
centers to meet customer demand most effectively during such unprecedented volatility.
Traditional call volumeforecasts should be enhanced with patterns seen in other challenging
times and contextual data. Other sources of data that should also be included: customer
demographicand geographic data; impact on customersfromcompany actions; timing
of communications; contact behavioral trends from COVID-19 in other geographies and
crowdsourced data direct from agents and publicly-available data (e.g. changes to supply
of goods, local service availability and local and national issued guidance). Using predictive
analytics with this data will prepare the operations teams to best match volumes with the
available workforce. For most companies, creating predictive views of demand will require
newlevels of organizational collaboration.
The same approach should be taken to evaluate workforce supply. Factors like workforce
demographics and school/childcare closures will impact attendance. These coupled with
analysis of COVID-19intensity, estimated rate of spread and durationshould all be factored
into a predictiveforecast to estimate deviations fromplanned workforcesupply.
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To bring together a predictive view of supply and demand with an agile approach
to supporting customers, we recommend setting up a virtual command center. Its
members should include data scientists and business function representationfrom
Sales, Marketing, Customer Experience, HR, Contact Center Operations leadership,
WorkforceManagement, Reporting/Analytics, Technology and Telephony teams.
These groups should all collaborate, sharing internal data and identifying relevant
external data sources. All stakeholders should share insights into upcoming
company actions that will impact customers, daily customer contact trends,
industry or market-relevant insights along with customer topics and sentiments
trending on socialmedia.
The command center should generate insights that will enable the organizationto
redefine roles and process handoffs within the organizationas needed to balance
supply/demand needs. It should review contact center demand and supply
forecasts and align on expected and worst-casescenarios that the contact center
may haveto handle. These should be reviewed and updated throughout the day.
It is important to carefor your people whileyou carefor your business. And, keep
in mind the impact of the crisis on your employees mentality throughout the
disruption period . Some accommodations may be required to help offset the
impacts on their lives to enableoptimal customer service.
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Thesemayincludeenabling
the workforce with the
latestinformation, ensuring
frequentcommunication
ofdailychangesthathave
customer impacts, and
making time every day to
celebratejobswelldone.

Augmentandautomateservice:
Virtualagents
Beforethe COVID-19crisis, the expression“The best service is no service” held true. When
customers serve themselves or—better yet—have issues resolved for them, satisfaction is
at its highest and operational costs are minimized.
Right now, customer contacts are at an all-time high. Some (particularly in health and
public service) are specifically related to COVID-19. But volume increases are not limited
to the virus alone. The continued disruptonof daily life is driving spikes in other types
of inquiries, such as payment extensions, travel cancelations, late fees, unemployment
benefits and stock inquiries—eachwith varying levels of urgency.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) channels for customer service have never been so critical. But
what about organizations that have yet to achieve maturity in this area? With volumes
spiking and the contact center workforcebeing disrupted, now is the time to double-down
on AI and create a multi-speed human and machine workforce. Virtual agents, built using
AI technology, offer customers instant, on-demand service. They provide automated
support, deliver a conversational experience, and can handle the same intents as human
agents. They can both understand and satisfy individual customer needs. Regardless of
their maturity, organizations can still harness virtual solutions to relieve the pressure on
contact volumes.
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Takeaction:NowandNext
The impact fromCOVID-19is evolving daily, and this changing landscape means that
guidance, restrictions and policies are also continuously being updated or adjusted.
Every deferred decision has real consequences for customers, the workforceand the
business. Time is of the essence.
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Werecommendsomekeyactionstobestservecustomerdemand
throughoutthedurationofCOVID-19:
•

Address the most critical contacts first and handle the less urgent
but important contacts with tools such as callback assist. Lean on
analytics to informagile workforceplanning, modify IVR menus and
messaging, and adjust the prioritization and distribution logic on
existingplatforms.

•

Activateand augment alternativesupport channels. Identifycustomer
needs that can shifted, use queue messaging to address quick FAQs
and increase awareness of other options. Queue messaging can even
help to move customers directly into other channels, such as digital,
asynchronousmessaging and virtual agents.

•

Use the workforce differently. Work with your account and
contract teams to see where you can make temporary changes
to the operating model to support the right mix of proactive and
reactive customer needs, shift agents to flexibly support inbound
and outbound contacts and capture customer preferences for
communications as COVID-19progresses.

•

Do the work differently by utilizing more collaboration tools,
deliveringfield service virtuallywiththe use of photos, chat or video
chat and creating moreguided help and proactivecommunications
as policiesevolve.

The following actions should be takennowin order to quickly and effectivelycreate
remote contact centeroperations:

1

Adopt new ways of working:
Contactcenters+ remoteaccess

Fully acknowledging that this process will be difficult and risky, we
recommendthefollowingpriorityactionstostandupasuccessfulremote
contact centermodel:
•

Establish infrastructure including connectivity, secure laptops and
softwarelicensing to enable work-from-homemodels.

•

Enhance management systems by optimizing contact routing
configurations, extending ancillary systems to new scenarios and
enabling end-to-end security with a “ZeroTrust” model.

•

Look after your people by conducting rapid training needs analysis,
creating community and collaboration and checking in daily to calibrate
on the newways of working and care for teammindsets.

•

Modify processes to implement clear policies, update internal
schedules, processes and metrics and reflect changes in published
customer-facinginformation.
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Improvecontactcentermanagement:
Data, workflow,analytics
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Augmentandautomateservice:
Virtualagents

ForthosewithestablishedvirtualagentprogramsscalingupAI-powered
supportisnowanimperative:
•

•

Expandexistingvirtual agent environmentswithprioritizedintents, urgency
triaging and 24/7 activation. It is vital that humanagents are available
to focus on the most complex and valuablecustomer needs and that
automationcan handle everything else.

Onceorganizationshavethesecapabilitiesinplace,theyshouldnext
focusonthefollowinglonger-termactions:
•

Scale at pace. None of the capabilities described here are built
perfectly overnight. In fact, in all cases where Accenture has
implementedcontact center analytics or virtual assistant capabilities,
MVP solutions were put in place initially and were evolved or
extended over time, based on lessons learned. Getting started is
critical. Evolving is to be expected. Continuous learning is the name
of thegame.

•

Reimagine the future. The current environment is accelerating future
trends. Post-crisis, companies will need to continue to build on
capabilities they have stood up in crisis mode as a sustainable and
evolving part of their business. Prioritize choices that align to longterm business strategy (in addition to urgent needs) and innovate
solutionsthat can sustainfor the long-term.

DeployCOVID-19specific virtual agents for publicservice use cases. Define
new intents, build on existing solutions and ensure content relevancy with
the rapidly evolving global situation.

Forthosewithoutestablishedvirtualagentprograms,allisnotlost:
•

Quickly stand up one-way virtual agents. To do this, focus on the volume
that matters most, start simple with informational experiencesand partner
for success with vendors who haveprebuilt environments.

•

Maximizethe success for newvirtual agents by adopting open architecture
principles, including prioritization of configuration over coding, use of a
federated/broker bot model and a focus on modular design.

•

Exploredeveloping an AI Human Assist, whichis another critical capability
that can be implemented within days to handle demand and improve
the customer experience. AI Assist creates a mechanism to convert
phone traffic to chat and provides access to digital experts, building
significant capacity to resolve customer inquiries. AI supported agents
are empowered with up-to-date and relevant informationin real time with
robust conversational coverageand detectionof emerging topics.
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Contact
The response to this crisis is likely to accelerate the future of customer
experience in categories such as agent agility, channel choice, real-time
workforce management and prevalence of AI virtual agents. And while
expertsdon’t knowhowlong it will take to containthe virus, leaders must
prepare for the short-term, while developing new capabilities and ways of
working that could seamlessly enable longer-termoperational changes.
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